
good length and a good trail;
next time, Cardiff’s daughter,
who has caught us all on film,
should lay her own, perhaps
with Bonn Bugle’s daughter.
Anything for greater female
involvement! - and especially
from the youth wing.

The Grand Master was duly
appreciative, allowed Cardiff
to change the usual song to
Ring A Roses (“We all fall
d o w n - d o w n - d o w n . . . ” ) ,
toasted a few returners, and
handed over to Uncle Gerry,
predicting that as he had not
done the trail he would be
even better than usual. And
indeed it is strange what
invention can supply to
replace knowledge....

The difference between the
sexes. The station platform

Date 11-03-07

Hare Cardiff Conversion

Venue Bramley

On On The Jolly Farmer
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and Atalanta, which seemed
to amuse that other oaf FRB
well enough - he is about as
gross and insensitive as our
Uncle - but embarrassed
Atalanta, quite needlessly.
Ah, these men!

Cardiff had done his best
for the trail, enlivening each
check with nursery rhymes
modified for the occasion; he
had contemplated changing
the sign BLACKHEATH to
BLACK DEATH, but did not.

He laid on an excellent drink
stop, serving hippocras
brewed by him and
Tequil’Over in versions both
white and red: strong in
ginger and sugar, and rather
fun. As also doughnuts as
rings (he is convinced, as are
most people, that Ring A
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Roses commemorates the
Plague, though scholars can
find no evidence.)

The inept nature of men was
well illustrated at the start,
when most of the males went
off on flour north along the
disused railway line, not in the
least what the hare intended.
So they bashed on till they
found the ON IN sign and had
to turn round.

By then everyone else was
at the top of a hill, with local
knowledge beginning to tell.
Quasimodo lives in Bramley
and knew this had to be a
back check; Dissa solved the
next one. The third was a
puzzle; Doug the Tub
vanished in what turned out
to be the right direction, later
Popeye and Stilton followed

Husbands are dull dogs,
don’t you think? Probably
because they are all men. Such
useless, pretentious creatures!

I mean, look at today’s men.
We had two in costume, to
celebrate the Plague Year. But
I ask you! Did the citizens of
1665 dress like medieval
peasants? While on the other
hand Bonn Bugle had some
realistic red  plague sores,
which she even inflicted on
her daughter.

Our Uncle Gerry was miffed
that Tosser had claimed
priority over last week’s run,
even more vexed that Atalanta
gets more attention than he,
and set out to put his wife to
shame. Good grief! He
imposed a ceremony on FRB

him, but the rest of  the pack
waited until the check was re-
solved before they resolved
to go the same way. Up
another hill before we found
the missing front runners after
which the pack became very
strung out. Popeye could just
be heard from time to time far
ahead, the rest of us had
worked out where we were
(well Blackheath was rather a
good clue), and only the drink
stop saved the day from
becoming a school crocodile.

It was followed - what else?
- by Chinthurst Hill itself, on a
superb day for views. There
are very few official paths up
there, and those who were
first up needed Dissa to find
the flour down. 60 minutes to
the drink stop, in at 90. A

THE BLACK DEATH STALKS
BLACKHEATH: AVOID

CARDIFF LIKE THE PLAGUE!
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was about a metre above the in
trail; the men got up there in a
variety of ways, but apart from
the long-legged youngest, all
the women turned their backs
to the platform and hoisted
themselves up onto their rear
ends. Ergonomically efficient!
Women have more sense!

Well, a great black cloud
hung over the rest of this fair
day. It was obvious France
would destroy England utterly
at Twickenham.

Wrong! A brilliant
conclusion to an excellent
Sunday: all thanks to Cardiff,
his daughter, and Tequil’Over,
and now let’s see if Golden
Balls can be as good for the
Great Fire!

OnOn



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey
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sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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1667 25-03-07 Stilton/Glowworm Shere

1668 01-04-07 FRB (April Fool!) Loseley Park

1669 08-04-07 Short An’ Bookham

1670 15-04-07 Dissa Forest Green

1671 22-04-07 JMs

Run 1666 The Great Fire

Date 18-03-07

Hare Golden Balls

Venue Whitmoor Common

On On To be revealed

SSA

OS (186) 989 553

Scribe FRB
Directions:

Exit A3 (south) at Guildford. Bottom slip road turn right and
follow A320 signposted Woking. After about 5 miles turn left
following signs to Worplesdon Station. park in station car
park.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to onsec@surreyh3.org
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WRINKLIES

When Caryl and I go to the shops
For milk and bread and cheese and chops,
We look at all the wrinklies there,
Who shuffle round the shelves and stare,

And tell ourselves when we are old
Our hands won’t shake, we won’t lose hold.
And when we’re halfway home, we find
We’ve left the cheese and chops behind.

(Christopher Matthew, from A A Milne’s “The
Morning Walk”)

43.   A rainbow can be seen only in the morning or
late afternoon. It can occur only when the sun is 40
degrees or less above the horizon.
44.   It has NEVER rained in Calama, a town in the
Atacama Desert of Chile.
45.   It costs more to buy a new car today in the
United States than it cost Christopher Columbus to
equip and undertake three voyages to and from the
New World.
46.   The plastic things on the end of shoelaces are
called aglets.

DATES:
1.  AGM run April 22nd
2.  Officials’ dinner April 20th Sergeants Mess. TA
Centre. Ewell - invitations soon
3.  Vineyard trip, Portugal. Sept 7 - 9th 2007.
Price £110.


